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TINY MINY MAGIC (9 minutes)
When Sam Cabbage decides to show her appreciation for her mailman by leaving 
him a present in her mailbox, she is delighted when he leaves her a present back. 
Through a delightful gift giving exchange via Sam's mailbox, an anonymous romance 
blossoms until the pair takes the next step, culminating in a twist ending of a real 
love connection Sam could never have imagined.

FRIEND REQUEST PENDING (12 minutes)
Mary and Linda spend an afternoon discussing the pleasures, pitfalls and problems 
with using social networking to try and woo the local choirmaster and Mary's new 
love interest, Trevor. While chatting on Facebook, Mary's son Tom lM’s her, earning a 
response from Linda about wanting to ‘poke’ him. When Linda leaves to go to the 
market, Trevor finally gains the courage and asks Mary out. When Linda returns, she 
finds Mary has gone out with Trevor, and decides to do a little Facebook flirting of her 
own and decides to send a friend request to Tom.

A FINGER, TWO DOTS, THEN ME (7 minutes)
A moving visual poem about love, the afterlife, and the magical journey to intertwine 
everything in between. This visual poem, by Derrick Brown, captures human 
vulnerability, human connection, and the natural craving to long - to long for every 
aspect of love that brings two beings together.

MUSICAL CHAIRS (1 hour 39 minutes)
A romantic tale of two New Yorkers, Armando Ortiz, from the Bronx, and Mia 
Franklin, from the Upper East Side, and their unlikely meeting. The story tells how 
the two of them come together through their love of ballroom dancing. Mia is a 
beautiful and vivacious professional dancer. "While Armando works at the midtown 
Manhattan dance studio in exchange for lessons and fantasises of a time when he 
will dance with Mia. But a tragic accident forever changes Mia's life. True to his 
heart, Armando dedicates himself, along with a group of colourful misfits, to help Mia 
overcome her painful challenges and dance once more.
NB This film is also listed in ‘films from the heart’.


